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Introduction

Breast cancer surgery has evolved over the years specially 
with the advances in the medical oncology therapies. The 
fast-growing field of the neo-adjuvant chemotherapy 
(NACT), with the ongoing introduction of new medications 
including targeted chemotherapy and immunotherapy has 
changed the management approach to specific subtypes 
of breast cancer. The National Surgical Adjuvant Breast 

and Bowel Project NSABP B-18 trial (1) has clearly 
demonstrated the significant benefit of NACT, not only 
in downsizing the breast tumour, but also in down staging 
the disease in node positive patients on the breast and the 
axillary response.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is being used in 
many centres including ours as a tool to assess the response 
of the breast tumour to NACT. Although controversial, 
there is still no clear-cut evidence to support MRI reliability 
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in confirming the type and extent of the response (2,3). 
Nevertheless, it is one of the main tools to assist the 
surgeon’s decision in downsizing the breast tumour and 
allow breast conserving surgery (BCS). This unfortunately 
has not been replicated in practice in conserving the 
axilla when complete radiological axillary response is 
being observed on different imaging modalities; MRI 
or ultrasound scan (USS) of the axilla. The extensive 
potentially morbid axillary node clearance (ANC) is still 
the gold standard in such patients in many practices. 
Unfortunately, many of these axillary clearances show 
pCR on the final histology which means that this group 
of patients has been exposed to an unnecessary potentially 
morbid procedure. The number of this subgroup of patients 
is evidently increasing with the recent introduction of new 
medical treatments as alluded to above. 

In the early days of breast cancer surgery, ANC was a 
routine axillary procedure regardless of its involvement. 
Complications included lymphedema (2–28%), shoulder 
function impairment (5–19%), dysesthesia and pain 
(23–31%) observed in some studies (4). With the trend of 
downsizing the breast cancer surgical management, axillary 
node sampling (ANS) was initially introduced in clinically 
negative axilla which eventually was replaced by sentinel 
lymph node biopsy (SLNB) which is currently being the 
gold standard axillary staging procedure with possible 
axillary clearance in positive SLNB (5-8). However, more 
recently SLNB has become the definitive procedure in a 
subset of patients where there is low metastatic burden 
in the axilla (1–2 positive SLNBs) in tumours ≤5 cm as 
clearly demonstrated in the controversial Z11. In this trial 
these patients had BCS with whole breast radiotherapy 
plus appropriate adjuvant systemic therapy, there 5-year 
survival was similar to those who underwent ANC for a 
similar group of patients (9,10). Some centres would offer 
axillary RT in case of positive axilla, instead of ANC in 
selected patients, this was tested by the AMAROS trial 
which studied whether axillary RT could yield comparable 
outcomes to ANC with fewer adverse side effects (11). 
The investigators reported similar distant-metastasis free 
survival and overall survival; however axillary recurrence 
was higher in the RT group (1.82% compared to 0.93% in 
ANC group) at 10-year follow-up. Not only the AMAROS 
trial was underpowered, but also the radiation field and 
technique used in the trial are different for today’s practice, 
which may influence the results either way.

With the success achieved by downsizing the breast 
surgery after NACT to an extent where BCS has been used 

in the good responders to confirm a pCR rather than a true 
oncological resection of the area in question. This concept 
has urged many to achieve a parallel result in the surgical 
management of the known metastatic axilla by performing 
a re-staging procedure after NACT instead of ANC, this 
would certainly help to do less surgery in the axilla and 
potentially avoid the morbid consequence of an excessive 
axillary surgery. The SENTINA (12) was one of the very 
first trials to test this hypothesis, its primary endpoint was 
accuracy (false-negative rate FNR) of SLNB after NACT 
for patients who converted from clinically node positive 
(cN1) to ycN0 disease during NACT. They reported a high 
FNR of 14.2% that can be lowered to 7.3% by removing at 
least 3 SLNBs post NACT.

Similarly, the (ACOSOG) Z1071 trial (13) showed 
an FNR of 12.6% in SLNB post NACT in initially cN1 
patients, this was improved by clipping the node that was 
biopsied initially, and then targeting the clipped node when 
restaging the axilla. 

More recently, Caudle et al. (10) has evaluated the effect 
of the NACT on the clipped node when performing the 
targeted axillary dissection (TAD) as part of the planed 
ANC, to determine if the changes seen in the clipped node 
would reflect the response of the whole axillary LNs, they 
found 2% FNR in TAD followed by ANC, and concluded 
“Marking nodes with biopsy-confirmed metastatic disease allows 
for selective removal and improves pathologic evaluation for 
residual nodal disease after chemotherapy”. More studies are 
ongoing for further evaluation of re-staging the axilla 
following the NACT by performing the TAD procedure 
to determine its role in reducing the unnecessary axillary 
dissection while ensuring optimum local disease control. 

While most of these studies are trying to find the ideal 
axillary re-staging technique with the lowest FNR, a 
question rises to whether re-staging should be offered to all 
post NACT patients or to a selected group of patients with 
a predictable pCR in the axilla? 

And hence the question of this study, whether we 
can predict the axillary pCR depending on the tumour 
characteristics and MRI findings. We do know the 
exceptional responders in the primary breast tumour 
to NACT including hormonal receptors (HR) negative 
and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) 
amplification or overexpression. We think similar predictors 
can be found in the axilla independent of the main tumour 
response. 

Recent study by Ouldamer et al. (14) investigated this 
hypothesis and concluded that “the probability of axillary 
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nodal pCR after NACT can be accurately predicted so that women 
at high probability may be spared of axillary surgery.” in our 
study we are looking for these predictors by investigating 
the tumour characteristics at diagnosis, on post NACT 
imaging and post-operative histopathology (HP) results. 
We are aiming to identify a subgroup of patients with 
predictable pCR after NACT. If a pCR predicting criteria 
is established this can help future axillary re-staging studies 
to even lower the FNR and have a more accurate and 
representative axillary staging i.e., SLNB post NACT.

Methods

A retrospective observational single center study, analysing 
the data collected from clinical notes and the electronic 
record system for all breast cancer patients with metastatic 
axillary LNs who underwent NACT followed by ANC 
surgery between 2009 and 2017. 

Inclusion criteria

 Breast cancer patients with node positive disease 
who underwent NACT followed by axillary lymph 
nodes dissection in our institution from 2009 to 
2017.

Exclusion criteria

 Extra nodal metastatic disease;
 Where no surgical intervention performed for any 

reason i.e., fitness, referral to different institution;
 Incompletion of NACT due to disease progression; 

 Neo-adjuvant therapy in the form of endocrine 
treatment (ET);

 ANC in a node negative axilla (old practice).

Data collected

 Type of breast and axillary operation, number 
of LNs removed, number of the involved LNs, 
number of the LNs that showed treatment effect 
i.e., fibrosis, scarring etc.;

 Cancer characteristics;  type, grade, size at 
diagnosis clinically and radiologically (including 
mammogram, US scan, and MRI), size in the final 
HP, presence of lympho-vascular invasion (LVI), 
presence of carcinoma in situ (DCIS/LCIS);

 Complete, poor, or almost complete response. 
While others used percentages like 80% or 100% 
response. Trying to have a unified system for the 
data analysis might have created some bias.

The total number of patients who underwent up front 
neoadjuvant treatment from 2009 to 2017 was 180 patients, 
77 patients were excluded after applying the exclusion 
criteria.

The final sample size was 103 patients; all of which 
finished their NACT and underwent their breast and 
axillary surgery at our institution (Table 1).

Data analysis

The test used is contingency table for independent sample 
X2 test association with confidence interval 95%. Analysis 
done using R. Citation: R Core Team [2018]. R: a language 
and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation 
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL: https://
www.R-project.org/. 

Ethical approval was not needed the study data was 
collected retrospectively with no intervention or changes to 
routine practice.

Results

Patients’ characteristics

Total of 180 patients received NACT from 2009 to 2017; 
103/180 were eligible to be included in our study after applying 
the exclusion criteria (Table 1). Patients were all females 
between the age of 27 to 78 at the time of the diagnosis (mean 
51.6 years). About 82% (84/103) of the patients’ final HP 

Table 1  Patients exclusions and final number

Number of 
patients

Exclusion criteria
Patients 
excluded

Final 
sample size

180 Endocrine treatment 24

156 Advanced disease 11

145 Disease progression   5

140 Reaction to NACT   1

139 Referred to other facility   1

138 ANC on a benign axilla   6

132 ANS/SNLB on a benign xilla 29 103

NACT, neo-adjuvant chemotherapy; ANC, axillary node clearance; 
SNLB, sentinel lymph node biopsy; ANS, axillary node sampling.

https://www.R-project.org/
https://www.R-project.org/
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showed breast cancer of no specific type (NST/IDC), followed 
by invasive lobular cancer (ILC) 7/103 (6.8%)

One hundred and nine patients underwent ANC, of which 
103 showed an involved axillary LNs in their final histology 
in the form of treatment response or residual tumour. pCR 
was seen in 30/103 (29%), those patients could have avoided 
the ANC if their response was predicted pre-operatively.

Factors associated with the outcome

The primary breast tumour—not the axilla—response was 
assessed in relation to its HR status (Oestrogen ER, and 

Progesterone PR). A statistically significant association was 
found, where ER and PR negative tumours showed a higher 
rate of pCR when compared to ER and/or PR positive 
tumours (Figure 1) P values (ER 0.010, PR 0.011). Same 
association with the HR status was assessed in the axillary 
LNs response to NACT, we observed similar trend but was 
statistically insignificant in our sample with P values of (ER 
0.120, PR 0.249) (Figure 2).

Human epidermal growth factor over expression (HER2 
positive) tumour status has shown a statistically significant 
association with the axillary response to NACT where 
14/28 (50%) of them showed axillary pCR (Figure 3), while 

ER & PR status vs. breast response
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Figure 1 Looking at the hormonal receptors status vs. main tumour response to NACT, complete response is more pronounces in ER-ve 
(P=0.010), and PR-ve (P=0.011). NACT, neo-adjuvant chemotherapy.
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Figure 2 The data showed that the relation between the hormonal receptors status of the tumour and the axilla response to NACT is 
statistically insignificant. NACT, neo-adjuvant chemotherapy.
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in HER2 negative tumours 74/103 (72%), only 16/74 
(21.6%) showed pCR (P=0.012). HER2 status was not 
documented in one case.

The effect of the presence or absence of LVI on the 
axillary response to NACT was also investigated and 
showed a significant association. All the patients who 
attained pCR in the axilla were LVI negative while none 
of the LVI positive patients showed a complete response 
(P<0.001) (Figure 4).

Furthermore, comparing main tumour response to 
the axillary LNs HP response, showed a very significant 
association (Figure 5), we can see that most of the axillary 
LNs pCR are lying within the breast pCR and pathological 
almost complete response bars in the histogram (P<0.001). 
On the other hand, 12 out of the 29 cases who had axillary 
pCR showed a partial response in their breast primary 

tumour.
Post NACT MRI scan correlation to the pathological 

response was assessed in the 59 patients using correlation 
matrix, findings were statistically insignificant with low 
correlation factors and insignificant P values.

Discussion

The aim of this study is to identify significant correlations 
between the breast tumour characteristics and the axillary 
pCR to NACT. This association will help identifying a 
subgroup of patients who might benefit from re-staging 
procedure and de-escalation of the axillary surgery. We 
have already identified few tumour factors that would 
help predicting the conversion of clinically node positive 
patients to pathologically node negative patients post 

HER2 status vs. axillary response
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Figure 3 HER2 status and the axillary response to NACT. NACT, neo-adjuvant chemotherapy.
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Figure 4 Complete response was exclusively noted in LVI negative tumours. LVI, lympho-vascular invasion.
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NACT including HER2 positive, LVI negative and those 
who achieved radiological complete response in the breast. 
These findings were statistically significant. 

As alluded to, with the on-going advances in neo-
adjuvant chemo and immunotherapy regimens the role of 
surgical excision in this subgroup of patients is becoming 
a confirmation of pCR in the breast, and more limited 
excisions are used specially with the available response 
predictors in the literature like T1-2, ER negative and 
HER2 positive patients (15). 

Some authors even went to the extreme suggesting that 
with the modern targeted therapies, breast surgery might be 
avoided completely or replaced by vacuum assisted biopsy 
after complete radiological response in the exceptional 
responders group. Such an approach should be practised 
cautiously as its still being examined by many trials, many 
surgeons felt this might be still a premature practice with 
recent data suggesting higher local recurrence rates in 
NACT with BCS (16,17). 

While de-escalation of breast surgery post NACT has 
been very topical recently, axillary surgery has always 
been slow to catch up, ANC is still the gold standard 
procedure for metastatic axillae. Recently the concept of 
restaging the axilla post NACT became the subject of 
many trials, however there was reluctance in performing 
SLNB following NACT due to the high false negative rate 
FNR up to 12.6% in (ACOSOG)Z1071 trial, and a higher 
FNR of 14.2% quoted in (SENTINA) study which can be 
lowered to 7.3% by removing 3 or more LNs (12).

Developing a more accurate way of evaluating the axilla 
after NACT was a must, hence the introduction of the TAD 

where a marker is placed in the suspicious LN at the time 
of the core biopsy, then targeting the marked node plus the 
SLN at the time of surgery. This new technique is still under 
evaluation to try and find the perfect method to guide the 
targeted dissection; including radio-active seeds, localization 
wire, tattooing dyes and possibly magnetic seeds.

We looked at NACT indications in our institution from 
2009 to 2017, there has been a change in pattern in the 
recent years. Most of the earlier patients received NACT 
for down staging of the cancer, fewer patients had their 
chemotherapy for downsizing the breast tumour to allow 
BCS option, and very few patients received it for tumour 
biology until 2016 (0–1 patients per year). However, 
recently more patients are receiving NACT either due to 
the cancer biology (e.g., triple negative, ER-ve HER2+ve), 
or young patients (high-risk). In 2017, 7/32 patients had 
NACT for their tumour biology/high-risk group, while 
only 6/32 patients were indicated for tumour down-sizing, 
this new pattern is more likely to be the trend seen in the 
future with a surge in the biological indication. 

Although we do not have a local written NACT protocol 
we do follow the Midlands and east Cancer Alliance 
guideline (18). Breast cancer biomarkers are very important 
for patients and chemotherapy regimen selection because 
they do help in predicting the response of the main breast 
tumour to the chemotherapy. HR status is a well-known 
factor, those with negative HR are expected to have pCR 
more than those with HR positive tumours (19). 

This was confirmed in our analysis, the pCR in the breast 
tissue was more in ER negative cancers (P=0.010) and in 
PR negative (P=0.011) than HR positive cancers. When we 
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Breast histological response vs. axillary response

Figure 5 A statistically significant associations was found between the histological breast tumour response and the axillary LNs response to 
NACT (P<0.001). NACT, neo-adjuvant chemotherapy.
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tested the effect of the NACT on the axillary response in 
HR negative cancers, once again more complete pCR in the 
axilla was noted in the ER and PR negative arm, but these 
findings were statistically insignificant with P values of 0.120 
and 0.249 respectively. This statistical insignificance in this 
group of patients is perhaps related to the relatively small 
number of patients and further investigation with larger 
sample size is required, where we can achieve a significant 
correlation and avoid a type 2 statistical error, especially 
with the proven strong correlation between the breast main 
tumour pCR and the axillary LNs pCR in our study as seen 
in (Figure 5) which yielded a highly significant association 
(P<0.001), there was 20/103 cases who showed pCR in the 
breast, 18 out of these 20 had a pCR in the axilla; while 12 
patients with pCR in the axilla had a partial response in the 
main tumour, this finding supports our idea of investigating 
the axillary pCR predictors as a separate entity.

Another tumour biomarker is HER2 over-expression that 
can be found in 18–20% of breast cancers, and/or HER2 
amplification which is found in 5–30% (20). Those patients 
who achieve a pCR after NACT with anti HER2 drugs also 
showed a better disease free and overall survival compared 
to those without anti HER2 treatment. Better responses 
and pCR are to be expected in HER2 positive with HR 
negative tumours (21). As expected, our study has shown 
statistically significant correlation between the HER2 status 
and the response in the axilla (P=0.012), Figure 3 shows that 
50% of HER2 positive patient achieved a PCR in the axilla 
versus 21% of HER2 negative patients.

Lympho-vascular invasion was investigated before as an 
independent prognostic factor, worse outcome after NACT 
was associated with LVI positive tumours (22). We reviewed 
the post-operative HP reports of all patients, and one of 
the early patterns noticed is that in many of the axillary 
pCR specimens there was no lympho-vascular invasion. 
This observation was confirmed in the final analysis that 
showed all patients who achieved pCR in the axilla were 
LVI negative, this correlation was statistically very highly 
significant with a P value of <0.001. 

In the literature some studies evaluated the role of the 
MRI scans in predicting the outcome of the NACT; they 
reported insignificant correlation (2,3). Similarly, our study 
showed no statistically significant correlation between 
the MRI predication of the NACT effect and the actual 
pCR in the final HP. Therefore, MRI scan may not be 
used independently to predict the response in the breast 
or the axilla, but it might be of assistance when combined 
to other factors noted in this study i.e., LVI negative, HR 

negative, and HER2 positive cancers to form the base for a 
prospective trial with a larger sample size.

This study has addressed the set aims and showed some 
significant findings that can help in further prospective trials. 
At the same time there are some limitations and difficulties 
that necessitate being cautious in generalizing these results, 
we realise this is a single centre study with small number of 
patients, as well as the change in practice over the years that 
might have had an impact on the outcomes.

Conclusions

The findings of this study are relevant to our current 
practice and can help in suggesting a criteria for predicting 
pCR in the axilla, this criteria can help in designing future 
studies to investigate re-staging positive axillae post NACT 
with an accurate tool which carries a low FNR.

Our data confirmed the general trend towards giving 
more NACT with more indications being incorporated in 
our protocols. There was significant tumour characteristics 
that we believe can have a role in predicting patients who 
may attain pCR in the axilla. The main predictors were LVI 
which was absent in all pCR axillary LNs (P=0.001), pCR 
in the breast (P<0.001), HER2 positive patients (P=0.012) 
and finally HR negative patients (P=0.249). No significant 
correlation was found between the MRI as a monitoring 
tool and the axillary PCR.

With the limitations of this study we were able to suggest 
a subgroup with predictable axillary pCR. However, further 
randomised prospective trials are needed to validate these 
findings before fully adopting them in the clinical practice.
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